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CNS: Communications, Navigation and Surveillance

 Surveillance Status in the CAR Region

 Communications infrastructure

 Automation (AIDC and NAM/ICD protocols)
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SURVEILLANCE



SURVEILLANCE

 To integrate and use surveillance information in an operational way, the surveillance facility needs
to be certified and integrated into the ATM System. It is also necessary to certify the operation of the
SURV data in the HMI position and provide technical and operational training to all personnel.

 Most of the CAR States have surveillance data and only a few States lack such data.

 Most of the CAR States share surveillance information, but some of them need to improve technical
issues to ensure that their data could be shared.

 Some important improvements and project developments were identified in some
CAR States for the TWR/APP surveillance project implementation.

 Some States that have ADS-B implemented need to develop a regulation
to put it into operation.
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COMUNICATION NETWORK

 Currently, MEVA III Network is working for most of the CAR States communication
needs.

 A new project is under development: “CANSNET Communication Network”

 This new communication network is looking to support current and future communications for all CAR
States, amongst each one of the States and outside of the NAM/CAR Region.

 It is necessary to update operational needs to integrate into the technical
requirement of the network, specially backup communication needs.
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AUTOMATION BETWEEN ATC

 The CAR Region provides automation through two different 
protocols:

 AIDC Protocol (ATS Interfacility Data Communications [AIDC])

 NAM/ICD Protocol (North American (NAM) Common Coordination Interface)
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AUTOMATION
 Two different protocols with similar operation but two ways of implementation.

 Each protocol needs specific training and procedures.

 CAR Region, in coordination with United States, works with NAM/ICD protocol.

 CAR States, in coordination with South American States, work with AIDC/ASIA PAC 
protocol.

 Thus, States and Organizations that have coordinated with any of these States must implement both 
protocols, such as Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Central America FIR (COCESNA) and others in the near 
future.

 Errors in flight plans are still a challenge for correct operation of both protocols.
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 Some challenges exist regarding surveillance information to cover all CAR States FIRs. In
that sense, States need to implement surveillance infrastructure to ensure coverage in all
their FIRs.

 Communication is an opportunity now: through the CANSNET project we can identify the
communication infrastructure needed to support regional operations.

 Automation protocols need special attention regarding implementation, operational
procedure development and training.

 Errors in flight plans are still a considered as a safety concern.
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Conclusions



 The CNS infrastructure is a fundamental pillar to support the service of air traffic control
operations, as well as the automation of information, which also relies on this infrastructure.

 Knowing how this infrastructure impacts on the occurrence of LHD is fundamental to find
the solution and mitigation mechanisms that support the reduction of the occurrence of
these events.
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